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We study electronic transport in a Luttinger liquid with an embedded impurity, which is either a weak

scatterer (WS) or a weak link (WL), when interacting electrons are coupled to one-dimensional massless

bosons (e.g., acoustic phonons). We find that the duality relation, �WS�WL ¼ 1, between scaling

dimensions of the electron backscattering in the WS and WL limits, established for the standard

Luttinger liquid, holds in the presence of the additional coupling for an arbitrary fixed strength of boson

scattering from the impurity. This means that at low temperatures such a system remains either an ideal

insulator or an ideal metal, regardless of the scattering strength. On the other hand, when fermion and

boson scattering from the impurity are correlated, the system has a rich phase diagram that includes a

metal-insulator transition at some intermediate values of the scattering.
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Low-temperature physics of one-dimensional electron
systems, like quantum wires or nanotubes, is governed by
electron-electron (e-e) interactions. Electrons in such sys-
tems form a Luttinger liquid (LL) [1] characterized by a
power-law decay of various correlation functions (see
Refs. [2–5] for reviews), which has been experimentally
revealed via conductance measurements and a scanning
tunneling microscopy both in carbon nanotubes [6] and
quantum nanowires [7]. In particular, inserting a single
impurity or a weak link (e.g., a tunnel barrier) into a LL
leads at low temperatures T to the power-law suppression
of the conductance through the system and of a local
density of states at the impurity site [8–12] with the latter
fading away with the distance [13,14].

The low-T suppression of conductance is caused by a
power-law enhancement of a backscattering amplitude �
from the impurity at low energies " [8], �ð"Þ � �"�WS�1.
Here the weak scattering scaling dimension �WS ¼ K
where the Luttinger parameter K is smaller than 1 in the
LL with an e-e repulsion. It was argued [8] that the limit of
strong scattering is equivalent to a weak link with a small
tunneling amplitude tWL between two semi-infinite wires,
which is suppressed in the low-energy limit as tWLð"Þ �
tWL"

�WL�1. The scaling dimensions �WS and �WL obey
the duality relation,

�WS�WL ¼ 1: (1)

Thus, when weak scattering is a relevant perturbation,
weak tunneling is an irrelevant one. This means that zero
conductance (no tunneling) corresponds to a stable fixed
point for renormalization group (RG) flows, while zero
scattering (i.e., a perfect conductance of e2=h per channel

[15]) to an unstable fixed point. The relation (1) holds also
when K > 1, i.e., in the LL of fermions with attraction or
bosons with repulsion, but the direction of the RG flows
reverses there [8]. Therefore, in a low-T limit the LL is
either an insulator or an ideal conductor, regardless of the
bare value of � or tWL. This RG prediction has been
confirmed for an arbitrary impurity strength by a perturba-
tive calculation for weakly interacting fermions [9,16], as
well as by an exact calculation at K ¼ 1=2 [5,11]. Similar
approaches also work for more complicated defect struc-
ture (a resonant or side-attached impurity, a double-barrier
structure, etc.) [17–19].
The duality relation (1), which underpins the character

of RG flows, is robust within the standard Tomonaga-
Luttinger (TL) model of interacting electrons with a line-
arized spectrum. Originally [8] it was shown to follow
from the duality of fields whose correlation functions yield
the scaling dimensions �WS and �WL. It was stated later
[20] that the duality holds due to integrability of the TL
model with a weak or strong scatterer. A natural question to
ask is whether the duality still holds for realistic quantum
wires or nanotubes, where additional interactions might
break down the integrability?
In the present Letter we address this question by con-

sidering the LL coupled to massless bosons thus modeling
an unavoidable interaction of electrons with acoustic pho-
nons. In the low-energy limit, an effective (i.e., mediated
by phonons) e-e interaction is retarded and thus cannot be
reduced to a renormalization of parameters of the TL
model. Then the scaling dimensions �WS;WL depend on a

number of additional parameters: the strength of the
electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling, gph, the ratio of the
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electron excitations (i.e., plasmon) velocity to that of
sound, � ¼ v=c, and finally on a backscattering amplitude
r of phonons from the impurity (ranging from 0 to �1).
Without referring to the integrability (as there is no evi-
dence that it survives coupling to phonons), the existence
of any meaningful relation between �WS and �WL, not
speaking of the duality, seems a priori to be rather unlikely.

Nevertheless, a straightforward calculation presented
here shows that the the duality (1) remains valid for an
arbitrary set of the parameters listed above, albeit it is
considerably more complicated than the change K !
1=K in the standard TL model:

��1
WL ¼ �WS ¼ K

ð1þ rÞð1þ ��Þ � rW

ð1þ rÞW�� rð�þ �Þ (2)

with � � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �

p
, W � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ 2��þ �2
p

, and � �
g2phK=�v.

Equation (2) is our main result, obtained analytically by
a ‘‘brute force.’’ We are not currently aware of any sym-
metry responsible for this and cannot state whether the
duality extends beyond the relation (1) for scaling
dimensions.

Speaking about experimental signatures of the duality in
the presence of the e-ph coupling, it is important to stress
that there can be two principally different situations,
depending on whether the scattering properties of electrons
and phonons from a single defect are correlated or not. The
latter is realized, for example, by locally depleting electron
density at the impurity by a charged plunger. In this case,
the phonon scattering is not changed during a crossover
between the WS and WL limits. The duality (1) means that
the direction of the RG flows is the same in both limits, see
Fig. 1. The only difference from the original picture [8] is
that the flow direction changes at some point K� < 1 since
the el-el repulsion is weakened by the phonon-mediated
attraction.

On the other hand, both scattering strengths can be
changed in parallel, e.g., by bending a suspended nanotube
or by inducing local structural change with a tip of an

atomic force microscope. The duality relation (1) does
not apply to this case since �WS and �WL must be taken
at different values of a phonon backscattering amplitude
from the impurity. Thus there exists a certain range of
parameters characterizing phonon propagation where
both weak scattering and tunneling through a weak link
become irrelevant (both � are larger than 1). As the RG
flows have opposite directions in this region, there should
exist a line of fixed points separating the flows to the
insulating fixed points (G ! 0) from those to the metallic
ones (G ! e2=h), see Fig. 2. This indicates the existence of
a metal-insulator transition controlled by changing the
correlated electron and phonon scattering strengths.
Nowwe outline the main steps of our considerations. We

consider the model of spinless fermions. This is sufficient
since in the spinful case, where charge (c) and spin (s)
degrees of freedom are separated, low-energy phonons are

FIG. 1. RG flows for fixed phonon parameters, assuming that
electron and phonon scattering from the impurity are uncorre-
lated. A transition from insulator (G ! 0) to metal (G ! e2=h)
is shifted from K ¼ 1 to a new threshold value K� which
depends on phonon parameters.

FIG. 2. RG flows for the correlated electron and phonon scat-
tering from the impurity at different values of the dimensionless
coupling �. We assume that both electrons and phonons are
almost fully transmitted through the impurity in the WS limit
and almost fully backscattered in the WL limit: then �WS ¼ 1 at
some � ¼ �1 while �WL ¼ 1 at � ¼ �2 � �1. For �1 <�<
minf�2; 1g the insulator (G ¼ 0) and metal (G ¼ e2=h) fixed
points are both stable. Thus a line of unstable fixed points
corresponding to a metal-insulator transition (MIT) at each �
in this interval should exist at finite G< e2=h at some inter-
mediate value of the bare backscattering. Depending on a value
of �, such a line might (a) end at G ¼ 0 dividing the phase
diagram in the regions of insulator, � � �1, metal, �2 � �< 1,
or MIT, �1 <�<�2; or (b) end at the Wentzel-Bardeen insta-
bility line, � ¼ 1, in which case the purely metallic region is
absent.
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coupled to charge only. Thus, in the scaling dimension of
the impurity term,� ¼ �c þ �s, [8] only�c is affected by
the e-ph coupling, while �s remains the same as in the
phononless case so that calculating�c in the spinful case is
effectively reduced to calculating � in the spinless case as
follows.

The low-energy properties of spinless fermions can be
described in terms of bosonic fields �R;L which parameter-

ize density fluctuations of the right- and left-moving elec-
trons, 2��R;LðxÞ ¼ �@x�R;LðxÞ. The spatial derivatives of
their linear combinations, canonically conjugate bosonic
fields � ¼ 1

2 ð�R þ �LÞ and � ¼ 1
2 ð�R � �LÞ, are propor-

tional to the current and the fluctuations of the full electron
density, respectively. There is a duality between these
fields: if � is chosen as a generalized coordinate, then
@x� plays the role of a generalized momentum, and vice
versa [3,4]. Since both the impurity and the phonons are
coupled only to the density, it is convenient to write the
action of the TL model in the � representation. Apart from
the Luttinger parameter K, the model is characterized by
the effective excitation (plasmon) velocity v and the appro-
priate Lagrangian density in the Keldysh formalism [21]
can be written as

L0 ¼ 1

2�vK
f½@t�ð	Þ�2 �½v@x�ð	Þ�2g; 	� ðx; tÞ: (3)

In the dual representation, the Lagrangian density has the
same form as above but with � ! ’ and K ! 1=K.

Assuming the standard Debye model for one-
dimensional acoustical phonons linearly coupled (with a
coupling constant gph) to the electron density adds, after

integrating out phonon fields, the following (non-local and
retarded) term to the Lagrangian density:

Lph ¼ � �v

2�K
@x�ð	ÞDðt� t0; x; x0Þ@x0�ð	0Þ; (4)

where � ¼ g2phK=�v is a dimensionless e-ph coupling

constant and D is the phonon propagator. For a transla-
tionally invariant system (or when the impurity does not
scatter phonons), D depends only on x� x0 and the
retarded component of its Fourier transform is given by
the standard expression

Dr
0ð!; qÞ ¼ c2q2

ð!þ i0Þ2 � c2q2
: (5)

Here we do not consider a direct electron backscattering
from phonons [22,23] since at low energies corrections to
the effective e-e interaction due to phonons with momen-
tum 2kF are local and nonretarding [22] and can be thus
absorbed into redefined interaction constants. Instead, we
focus on the electron coupling to acoustic phonons with
low momenta and its effect on the renormalization of the
electron backscattering from an impurity. The latter is
described by adding to the Lagrangian the usual term

� cos2�ðtÞ, where � is a backscattering amplitude and
�ðtÞ � �ðx ¼ 0; tÞ.
Without the impurity, Eqs. (3) and (4) (with D ! D0)

describe a two-component LL with excitation velocities

v� given by v2�=c2 ¼ 1
2 ½1þ �2 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� �2Þ2 þ 4��2

p �
[24,25], where � � v=c. We assume that �< 1 to avoid
the Wentzel–Bardeen lattice instability [26] corresponding
here to v2� � 0. Note in passing that a similar two-
component propagation characterizes a fermion-boson
mixture of cold atoms [27]; embedding an impurity in
such a mixture will be considered elsewhere.
If the impurity breaks translational invariance for the

phonon propagation, Eq. (5) is not necessarily valid.
However, it remains applicable in a relevant low-frequency
limit when a lattice defect oscillates together with the 1D
wire. In this case the phonon backscattering amplitude
goes to zero at ! ! 0, whether the impurity effect on
phonons is modeled by its mass or its spring constant being
different from those on the lattice [25].
On the contrary, phonons at ! ! 0 are fully reflected

from the impurity pinned to a substrate. In such a case
they do not mediate between the electrons on different
sides of the impurity, while the electrons on the same side
feel both the direct and reflected phonons. Then a spatial
structure of the phonon propagator in Eq. (4) is Dðx;x0Þ¼
½D0ðx�x0ÞþD0ðxþx0Þ��ðxx0Þ (where �ðxÞ is the step
function). Generalizing this for an arbitrary phonon scat-
tering from the impurity, we write the retarded component
of the phonon propagator as

D rð!;x;x0Þ¼Dr
0ð!;x�x0Þ�rsgnðxx0ÞDr

0ð!;jxjþjx0jÞ;
(6)

implying that the scattering is described by a 2� 2
unitary matrix fully characterized by a (complex) reflec-
tion amplitude r (with r ¼ �1 corresponding to the full
reflection limit above). Note that at ! ¼ 0 translational
invariance is either completely restored for the lattice
defect [full transparency, i.e., rð! ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0] or broken
for the pinned impurity [full reflection, i.e., rð! ¼ 0Þ ¼
�1]. However, phonon transmission at a relevant low-
energy cutoff (e.g., !0 �maxfT; c=Lg with L being the
wire length) can, in principle, take an intermediate value.
In the present Letter, we restrict ourselves to the case
when r is a real number between 0 and �1.
The action corresponding to Eqs. (3) and (4) is quadratic

in the fields �ðx � 0; tÞ. Integrating them out results in a
nonlocal in time Lagrangian in terms of �ðtÞ:

L ¼ 1

2

Z
�ðtÞG�1ðt� t0Þ�ðt0Þdt0 � � cosð2�ðtÞÞ: (7)

Here Gðt� t0Þ � Gðt� t0; x ¼ 0; x0 ¼ 0Þ is an autocorre-
lation function of the field �ðtÞ in the presence of the e-ph
coupling. A full Green function Gðt� t0; x; x0Þ describes
collective excitations (polarons) in the two-component LL.
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It is convenient to parameterize the Fourier transform of
the retarded component of Gðt� t0Þ as

Gð!Þ ¼ ��i

2

1

!þ i0
�ð�;�; rÞ: (8)

Without the e-ph coupling � ¼ K and Eqs. (7) and (8)
correspond to the effective x ¼ 0 action for the TL model
with the impurity [8] (but written here in the Keldysh
formalism). A calculation of �ð�;�; rÞ is outlined below.
Here we stress that it is just a number, which does not
depend on !. Whatever is its value, the RG considerations
of Ref. [8] for the weak-scattering limit remain valid so
that calculating �ð�;�; rÞ from Eqs. (3)–(6) gives the
scaling dimension �WS of � in this limit. Naturally, the
presence of a local impurity does not renormalize values of
� and � in the bulk as well as it does not renormalize the
value of K [3].

The � term in (7) describes, in principle, backscattering
of an arbitrary strength. Although the strong scattering
limit can be treated using an instanton approximation
[10,28], an RG analysis of strong scattering can be done
[8] by substituting the scattering term by a weak link
between two semi-infinite wires. This adds the tunneling
term tWL cos2’ð0; tÞ to the Lagrangian, with ’ �
½�l ��r� with the indices l, r referring to the left and
right sides of the wire. Without phonons, representing the
action of the TL model in terms of � instead of � [8], with
the help of the duality between these fields described after
Eq. (3), immediately results in the weak-link dimension
�WL ¼ 1=K and thus in the duality relation (1).

In our case, when the electron density fields @x� are
coupled by the nonlocal phonon propagator (6), expressing
L0 in terms of the fields � would give no advantage while
requiring extra boundary conditions at x ¼ 0. Instead we
use an ‘‘unfolding’’ procedure [12] where nonchiral modes
in each semi-infinite wire are mapped onto a chiral mode in
an infinite wire. Then the weak tunneling between the two
semi-infinite wires is mapped onto a weak scattering
between the new chiral modes in the infinite wire. The
inevitable loss of translational invariance in the interaction
term resulting from the unfolding is easy to cure [3] (in the
absence of the e-ph coupling) by making the rescaling

� ! �
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
(and � ! �=

ffiffiffiffi
K

p
to keep it canonically conju-

gate to �) before the unfolding. This removes the interac-
tion by makingK equal to 1. As a result, after the unfolding
L0 retains form (3) (but with K ¼ 1) in terms of the fields
~� (and ~�) defined as the half-difference (and half-sum)
of the chiral fields resulted from the unfolding. The tunnel-
ing term after the rescaling and unfolding becomes

tWL cos½2~�ðtÞ=
ffiffiffiffi
K

p �.
Although no rescaling can remove the phonon-mediated

part of the action, Eq. (4), the action for an arbitrary
phonon scattering from the impurity, Eq. (6), is not trans-
lationally invariant anyway. Still the rescaling and unfold-
ing procedure remains useful, albeit the resulting action

becomes rather complicated: the full electron density is not

expressible via ~� alone and the phonon propagators thus

couple the pairs of ~� and of ~�. We perform the unfolding
[29] using the mixed �-� representation and integrate the

fields ~� out afterwards. After rescaling ~� again, so that the

tunnelling term becomes simply tWL cos½2~�ðtÞ�, the qua-
dratic part of the Lagrangian density becomes

LWL ¼ K

2�v
½@t ~�ð	ÞQ�1@t0 ~�ð	0Þ � v2@x ~�ð	Þ ~D@x0 ~�ð	0Þ�

(9)

where the Fourier transforms of the retarded parts of the

kernels ~D and Q are expressed via D0 in the mixed !-x
representation as follows:

~Dr ¼ 
ðx� x0Þ þ 1

2
�½Dr

0ð!; x� x0Þ þDr
0ð!; xþ x0Þ�;

Qr ¼ ~Dr � �ð1þ rÞDr
0ð!; jxj þ jx0jÞ: (10)

As before, integrating out the fields ~�ðx � 0; tÞ results in
the Lagrangian of the same form as in Eq. (7).
Calculating the Green function in Eq. (7) and thus the

scaling dimensions in Eq. (8) requires inverting the kernels
of the Lagrangian densities of Eqs. (3) and (4) for the WS
case and of Eq. (9) for the WL case. Such an inversion,
trivially done by a Fourier transform in a translationally
invariant case, would not be possible for generic nonlocal
kernels given by Eqs. (6) and (10) due to the presence of
D0ð!; jxj þ jx0jÞ. The fact that it is possible in the present
case is due to the factorizability, Dr

0ð!; jxj þ jx0jÞ ¼
ð2i=wþÞDr

0ð!; jxjÞDr
0ð!; jx0jÞ (where wþ � !=cþ i0),

which is ensured by the specific form of the propagator

(5): Dr
0ð!; xÞ ¼ � i

2wþeiwþjxj � 
ðxÞ. This makes the

case of the additional interaction mediated by phonons
(i.e., by excitations with a linear spectrum) rather special.
Solving an integral equation for G in this case is straight-
forward, albeit cumbersome [29], and leads to the non-
trivial duality relation of Eq. (2). Note that this equation
reproduces earlier results either for�WS at r ¼ 0 [25,30] or
for �WL at r ¼ �1 [30].
It is worth stressing that building blocks for evaluating

the Green functions and thus � are rather different for the
WS and WL cases. So it is quite surprising that the duality
relation (2) holds for an arbitrary set of parameters char-
acterizing the e-ph coupling and phonon scattering from
the impurity.
We reiterate the consequences of the duality: if electron

backscattering from the impurity varies under the fixed
values of all phonon parameters, the duality is directly
applicable resulting in the phase diagram of Fig. 1. When
the electron and phonon backscattering from the impurity
are correlated, �WSðr ¼ 0Þ and �WLðr ¼ �1Þ goes to 1 at
different values of � and � resulting in the phase diagram
of Fig. 2.
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We do not have the evidence to decide whether the
integrability of the standard TL model with an impurity
[20] survives including an additional retarded interaction
mediated by (not necessarily translationally invariant)
bosons, or whether the duality exists for a broader range
of nonintegrable 1D systems. Each of these possibilities is
intriguing by itself. A possible way to rule the integrability
out is to check whether the effective excitations decay in
the presence of the impurity. Such a decay has been
recently found in disordered Luttinger systems [31] as
well as in the pure Luttinger liquid in the presence of the
spectral curvature [32]. It seems plausible that adding
phonons to the (otherwise integrable) TL models with a
single impurity would allow a similar decay but to estab-
lish whether this is correct is a challenging task that
certainly warrants further studies.
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